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Wild Flower Press has published several books of extraordinary stories from contactees relating
transformative experiences with beings from other planets. But the true story of two Australian women
who discover that in a previous life they were Grey aliens from Zeta Reticuli on a mission traveling in a
disc that crashed in the American southwest desert decades ago, is definitely one of the most unusual
and certainly one of the most comprehensive in explaining the purpose of visitations by the Greys and
their experiences with Earth humans.
Feeling an instant and unexplained connection, Judy Carroll and Helene Kaye felt their worlds
collide when fate brought them together in June of 2000. Judy, a Reiki practitioner and teacher, experienced contact her entire life with non-earthly beings she knows as Greys. Helene and her family had no
such recall—all they knew was that suddenly, after several family Reiki attunements,
THE
strange and frightening things started happening in their home. With her backGUARDIANS’
ground, Judy was able to help them find deeper understanding and conscious
GREATEST
awareness of their cosmic relationship with the visitors. In the process of sharing
MESSAGE IS
their life stories, their dual identities and purposes for being on Earth were revealed.
The Zeta Message explores Judy and Helene’s intimate experiences coming to
grips with their association with ETs and their intricately interwoven background.
The companion docudrama, Human by Day, Zeta by Night, presents the Zetas’
perspective of these events in a highly entertaining and easily read story, providing

THAT WE ARE
POWERFUL, AND
OUR THOUGHTS
MATTER.

deeper teachings and knowledge about the ET presence on Earth. When Judy’s Zeta family told her to
write Human By Day, Zeta By Night, they said, “Keep it light,” and “Please show the Earth people that we
do have a sense of humor." Evidently the Zetas and other spiritually “evolved” beings and cultures are
blessed with a highly developed sense of lightness and fun, which may come as a surprise to many.
Both books draw parallels between human and ET spirituality, revealing the reality behind concepts
such as God, heaven, hell, angels, and soul. Human by Day, Zeta by Night delves more deeply into
spiritual topics, offering a cosmic perspective. By introducing
the concept of the Human Ladder, the Zetas help us
understand consciousness and evolution, and how it not
only applies to Earth, but to the entire universe. The Human
Ladder is a term they use for the path, or cycle of evolution,
that all human species follow throughout the universe. It
comprises ten of what they call “galactic levels,” which
aren’t galaxies or physical places as such, but rather ascending levels of expanding conscious awareness.
The Zetas and some other ETs approach life from a
spiritual rather than a religious perspective. Spirituality is
a state of consciousness. The Zeta philosophy aligns with
many of our spiritual traditions—most closely with
Buddhism, according to Judy—and they experience
Source as pure, conscious knowing.

THE HUMAN LADDER:
EVOLUTION ACCORDING TO THE ZETAS

They teach the concept of Oneness—that we’re all created
in God’s image—and that we all share the same universal consciousness, no matter which planet we
happen to be calling “home” in any given lifetime. They say they are here to help us wake up to the fact
that we are immortal souls, with every single one of us an intrinsic part of God/Source.
The Zetas told Judy that they are the Guardians of Earth’s energy, and they often take people
through the “dark night of the soul” to awaken them spiritually. They have evolved past the need for
physical form, so, when Zetas are in need of a “body” (or container, as they call them), they wear one
selected for the task. Most humans believe we are from Earth, but it is very likely that we come from
many unearthly places. The authors currently wear containers of the female Australian human variety,
by day, that is!
For more information about Judy Carroll and Helene Kaye and their two books, please visit:
The official Zeta Message website at: http://www.thezetamessage.com
See also Judy Carroll’s official website: http://www.ufogreyinfo.com
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